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The prestigious International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
issued a warning that more than a third of the world’s mammals could
very well disappear forever. That dire prediction accompanied an update of the “Red List,” which ranks the most threatened members of the
planet’s biodiversity.
Hundreds of animals have just been added to that list, while many others
have moved up the scale of endangerment to the ultimate classification
of being extinct. “In reality, the number of threatened mammals could
be as high as 36 percent,” wrote IUCN scientist Jan Schipper, lead author
of the mammal survey, in the journal Science.
Despite the grim outlook for some creatures, IUCN points to the success
that conservation projects can have on helping some species crawl back
from the brink of extinction.

Bali Dog Slaughter
Sparks Outrage

Wolves Seen In Germany For
First Time in Centuries

Foreign tourists have been
shocked to witness the shooting deaths of stray dogs in the
popular vacation resort of Bali
as authorities there attempt to
contain a rabies outbreak. Other
culling methods have involved
strychnine-laced meatballs that
have inadvertently poisoned pet
dogs and other animals as well.

A westward migration of wolves from Eastern
Europe has brought them into areas of Germany where the wild canines have not been
seen in centuries.

Representatives of charitable organizations established to help

“Weasels and otters and raccoons are already
well re-establishing themselves,” he told
Deutsche Presse-Agentur.
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Writing in the journal Current Biology, Erin Baerwald of the University of Calgary said she found that a
sudden drop in atmospheric pressure around the spinning turbines
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curb Bali’s dog population, and
ease the dogs’ suffering, say they
are outraged by the government’s
heavy-handed methods.

An expert on eastern grey kangaroo populations in Canberra,
Donald Fletcher, told the Australian Associated Press that the
goal of the cull was to reduce the abundance of kangaroos in
the area to allow more food for other animal species, and to
prevent soil erosion.

“Actually, if they shoot straight it’s
more humane than strychnine,
but the dogs can be in pain for
a long time,” said Janice Girardi,
founder of the Bali Animal Welfare Association, which runs a
clinic and sterilization program.
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withstand sudden drops in air
pressure.
The slow reproductive rates of
bats means that the mounting
losses at wind farms could risk
endangerment or extinction. That
would cause a cascading effect
through the environment, which
depends upon bats to eat vast
quantities of insects, including
many crop pests.
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Visiting PAWS

The Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS) say ivory poachers using
automatic weapons have decimated the elephant population
in Chad’s Zakouma National Park,
leaving only about 1,000 of the
animals still living there.
“It’s incredibly heartbreaking to
stand before a dead elephant
missing only its tusks,” said WCS
researcher Mike Fay.

Accelerated poaching reversed a
trend that saw elephant numbers
rebound due to conservation efforts from an estimated 1,100 in
1985 to about 3,500 in early 2006,
WSC says.

cross many demographics, but
share one common concern:
protecting the planet and its
inhabitants. They are mainstream
animal advocates, grassroots
activists, upscale conscious
consumers purchasing humane
and environmentally sustainable products, and other “animal
people’”with an appetite for the
latest animal news, issues,
campaigns and stories in each
issue of ark.

Still In The
Dark Ages

LEGISLATION
TO END THE USE OF
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Similar conditions
in 1982 and
1995 decimated the
Glades’ white-tailed
deer, bringing its population down from the thousands to the hun-

Representative
dreds. Nita Lowey (D-NY) and Representative Chris Shays (R-CT) introduced
legislation, H.R. 1691, The Inhumane Trapping Prevention Act, to end the use of
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The World Veterinary Association, the
American Veterinary Medical Association, and the American
the beta issue ark 29
Animal Hospital Association have condemned use of steel-jaw
leghold traps as inhumane. According to a US Fish and Wildlife
Service study conducted at Yale University, 78% of the American public is opposed to use of leghold traps. Legislation will
make it unlawful to: import, export, or transport in interstate
commerce conventional steel-jawed leghold traps and articles
of fur derived from animals trapped in such traps; or sell or acquire such a trap transported
in violation of such provision.The Bill also prescribes criminal penalties for violations.

NO

Please contact your Congressional and Legislative Representative and urge her/
him to cosponsor H.R. 1691, The Inhumane Trapping Prevention Act. For names,
addresses and contact information on your local representatives, and more information about this bill, visit www.bornfreeusa.org
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our
readers…

THE RUNNING OF THE BULLS:

“The situation in Zakouma is dire,
but there is still time to save the
NEW YORK DESIGNERS PROTEST FUR TRADE - New York, New York — Holding a
park’s remaining elephants probanner portraying a “cave person” fully clad in fur with the catchword “Evolve”,
vided we can marshal the forces
members of Friends of Animals (FoA) will launch a high profile campaign targeting
we need to stop poaching,” said
Swamped
Everglades
Threatens
Deer
Species
Prada’s
archaic and exploitative
fur “fashions.”
All four
NYC
Prada stores will be
WCS President and CEO Steven
E.
targeted. Hunter College students will join in the effort by way of street theatre.
Sanderson.
Deer in the Everglades are being forced out of their habitat or are becoming trapped in some of the worst flooding to ever strike the wetlands.

After more than eight years of trying, Canada’s elected Members of Parliament can’t pass
a decent animal cruelty bill into law.
The current legislation, dating from 1892,
is ineffective in both scope and penalty.
Efforts to update it began in 1999 but
quickly ran into a buzz saw of opposition
from farmers, hunters, and special interest groups. At that point, Liberal Senator
John Bryden came up with the worst of all
possible worlds – a new bill that would keep
the loophole-ridden 1892 law as is but make
the penalties (which in practice are rarely
applied) harsher.

ACWT!

Bill S-203 is an ineffective bill
which does not contain the
amendments that many animal
rights organizations and citizens
of Canada have been fighting for. For more
information on how you can help, please visit
the International Fund for Animal Welfare
(IFAW) at www.ifaw.org

NO

Primate experimentation in

the United States is spiralJapan’s dolphin
ing out of control. As of this
an all-time high of
bloodbath getswriting,
justunderway
over 70,000 primates

Is Canada’s
Animal Abuse Bill
S-203 a sham?
An animal cruelty bill headed for final
reading in the House of Commons has been
condemned by opponents as “19th-century
legislation adjusted for inflation.” The bill’s
critics include practically every animal
protection group in Canada, from the SPCAs
and humane societies to the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association and grassroots
organizations.

Civil unrest has made conservation efforts exceedingly difficult
to conduct in Chad. Several park
guards have been shot and killed
in recent years.

ACWT!

Home at last

by J.Z. Lion

“Northern Germany is the perfect habitat
for the wolf,” Reichholf said. “Aside from two
large cities, Berlin and Hamburg, the region is
sparsely settled. There are vast areas of woodlands, lakes and dark forests.”
Northern Germany will be a turning point for
the wolf population. German health experts
have said that wolves are helpful in removing
road kill and other cadavers, which can pollute
rivers and lakes.

T

The National Institute of Hell

Global Action For Animals

The trend follows earlier increases in the number of red foxes, which the wolves feed on.
Wolves and foxes are only the start of a resurgence in wildlife unseen since the Middle Ages,
according to biologist Josef Reichholf.

An upsurge in poaching at the
last stronghold for the savanna
elephants of Africa’s Sahel region
is probably responsible for the
disappearance of 2,000 of the
animals from the reserve over the
past two years.

killing floors of our
unhealthy
food
factories
and
“It’s
a fantastic
victory
for kangaroos
because for the first time
amega
judgefarms.
has made the decision on this instead of the Government,” said Australian Society for Kangaroos spokeswoman
Nikki Sutterby.
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“It is only a matter of time before wolves
spread all across northern Germany in their
move ever-westward.”

2,000 Elephants Disappear - Killed by Poachers

A program to reduce the burgeoning number of kangaroos
in a military training area near Canberra was suddenly suspended by a court order after complaints by an animal-rights
group.
About 4,000 of the up to 9,000 kangaroos targeted by the cull
had
already
beenonkilled
when Animal Liberation New South
Michael
Pollan
semantics,
Wales
complained
project should not have been started
sustainability,
andthe
a global
without a proper scientific evaluation of the area’s environcatastophe lurking on the
ment.

“And the European moose elk is poised to
move westward,” he added.

he Performing Animal
Welfare Society captive
wildlife sanctuary is a place
where abandoned, abused, or
retired performing animals and victims
of the exotic animal trade can live in
peace and dignity.

NIH

vivisection

Australian Judge Orders
Suspension of Kangaroo Kill

We celebrate “The Woman
Who Changed Mankind”, and
over half a century of illuminated research on our closest
relatives, and the planet.

world. ark provides an invaluable venue and receptive
readership for essays, commentary, opinion, and
analysis by some of the movement’s most visionary
writers and philosophers, as well as a place for
constructive debate between those with opposing
viewpoints. ark’s incisive book and film reviews also
give readers a first look at the new releases as they hit
the shelves and theaters.
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insight
Information is power, but it’s ideas that change the

ratories, circuses, zoos, fur farms, and within their own
threatened natural habitats, the need for a publication
that brings the facts about animal exploitation to public
attention could not be more pressing or timely.
But ark also does much more; it highlights the inspiring works of those who are helping animals, from local
grassroots heroes and enterprising visionaries, to
enlightened political leaders.

what’s happening in the animal movement with hard-hitting
investigative journalism covering the full range of issues.
Whether it’s dispatches from the legal and legislative front,
undercover exposés of animal abuse and habitat destruction,
or in-depth profiles of people making a difference, ark takes
an uncompromising look at the important events, ideas and
controversies of our time. ark also entertains as it informs with
interviews, world-class literature, breathtaking photography
and art, and much, much more.

factory farming

the environment the word

focus
With billions of animals suffering in factory farms, labo-

features
ark gives its readers a sweeping real-time perspective of

animal people

vivisection

In Pamplona, Spain, Ashley Byrne lay nearly naked and “bloodied” with banderillas (barb-tipped wooden daggers) pinned
to her back to protest the cruel Running of the Bulls and the
nights of bullfights that follow. Byrne, a senior campaigner for
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) US was one of
more than 100 people to participate in the demonstration during
the run-up to the Running of the Bulls festival. The protest was organized by PETA Europe and Spanish sister group AnimaNaturalis.
Before the Running of the Bulls, electric prods and sharp sticks
are used to rile the bulls into a frenzy, and then the bulls are abused
and slaughtered in the bullring. Bullfights take place every day
during the week long festival. Before the bullfights even begin,
bulls are often debilitated with tranquilizers and beaten. During the
“fight,” the bulls are speared in the shoulders with painful banderillas, causing blood loss and further weakening the animals.
Spanish opposition to bullfighting is mounting. Seventy-two percent of Spaniards show no interest in bullfighting--which is up from
54 percent who showed no interest in the 1980s--and 80 percent of
French citizens oppose bullfighting.

ACWT!

are imprisoned in US labs
The nation’s annual hunting season is underway, a tradition
for experimentation and
stretching back centuries. Now, though, protesters from abroad
vivisection. And almost
Sadly, much of what happens inside
are trying to end this way of life.
140,000, are being held cap- vivisection laboratories around the
Dolphin-hunting season has arrived again in this sleepy hartive for breeding - the future country is funded with our tax dollars.
bour town. Perhaps 2,000 small whales and striped, bottlenose,
The National Institutes of Health (NIH)
of this horrific escalation.
spotted and Risso’s dolphins have been slaughtered for meat
is a federal governmental agency
that ends up on the tables of
under the Department of Health and Human Services and is the largest source of funds for animal research in the world. Much of this public
local homes and restaurants,
money is passed on to public institutions (state universities) in the form of
and in vacuum-packed bags
grants to carry out specific research projects using animals. And the NIH
in supermarkets. By the end
spends hundreds of millions of dollars every year funding a bottomless pit
of March, many more will go
of animal research duplication, that accomplishes nothing more than
the same way, part of what is
funneling tax dollars into nationally known laboratories.
probably the largest annual
cull of cetaceans - about 26,000 A Living Hell
around coastal Japan, accordMany different species of primates including macaque monkeys, squirrel
ing to environmentalists - in
monkeys, baboons, and chimpanzees are experimented on in many differthe world.

ACWT!

ent ways. Macaque monkeys are used most often, with baboons second

and squirrel
monkeys
third.toThen of course, there’s the Chimpanzee, our
Help get the word out in Japan,
and pressure
our leaders
closest
animal
relative.
take action. Send a letter to
President
Obama,
Vice President Biden and the Japanese Ambassador to the US. Your
message will be displayedGovernment
on social networks,
web sites
documents
reveal a pattern of Animal Welfare Act violaand blogs in Japan through www.savejapandolphins.org
tions within major primate laboratories across the United States. Internal

NO

government documents also reveal that as many as a third of all primates
within laboratories experience levels of social isolation. Isolation is severely
stressful to primates and these are so severely stressed that they begin to
engage in serious self-injurious behavior, ranging from over-grooming to
the destruction of their own extremities. Other psychologically pathological behavior (stress pacing, saluting, etc.) by primates is not uncommon.
This stress also leads to high levels of disease and high infant mortality
rates in laboratory primates.
The Institutional Animal Care & Use Committees (IACUC) who evaluate
projects for approval, are heavily staffed by animal researchers, affiliated
veterinarians and others with vested and commercial interests in animal
research. And this current system provides funding approval for
virtually any project - and has of course has led to a steady climb in
primate research.

For more than twenty years PAWS has been
at the forefront of efforts to rescue and provide
appropriate, humane sanctuary for animals who
have been the victims of the exotic and performing
animal trades. PAWS investigates reports of abused
performing and exotic animals, documents cruelty
and assists in investigations and prosecutions by
regulatory agencies to alleviate the suffering of
captive wildlife…

Then There’s The ORPRC…

Funded by the NIH, and touted as a jewel of the biomedical research
industry, The Oregon National Primate Research Center (ONPRC) is
one of eight monkey-experiment hellholes under the auspices of the NIH.
And the ONPRC keeps more than 4,000 monkeys using them in cruel studies. Needless studies of illnesses that have already been well researched
using clinical data from humans. As well, many of ONPRC’s
primate experiments have no clinical application to human beings,
and many duplicate old research that has been conducted and funded
repeatedly in the past.

>

During a four-month undercover investigation this year inside the
facility, People For The Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) documented
that monkeys were actually being driven insane by laboratory conditions.
Among the examples observed and documented at ONPRC were
the following:

PAWS:

Employees chasing terrified monkeys in their enclosures and pinning the
monkeys’ arms behind their backs to force them into transfer
boxes;
Photo:
James McCaffry
using high-pressure hoses to spray cages while monkeys are still in them;
and monkeys forced to pick their food out of waste trays beneath their
cages. Sick monkeys receiving woefully inadequate veterinary care and
pain relief.
Experimenters at ONPRC separate infant monkeys from their mothers in
order to cause them intentional psychological damage. They impregnate
monkeys and expose them to dangerous levels of nicotine in order to
induce birth defects in their babies. They starve monkeys so that they’ll
“voluntarily” consume alcohol, and then they kill them to see the effects
of alcohol on organ function. A painful procedure called electro-ejaculation on male monkeys.

Home at last.

A visit to the Performing Animals Welfare
Society in San Andreas, California

Monkeys who were confined to small steel cages showed signs of
psychological disturbance - frantic pacing, spinning, rocking, self-biting
and hair-pulling (in one case, a monkey is described as having pulled
out 90 percent of his own hair)…

In September 2008, PETA also obtained new internal documents from
ONPRC that further detail abuse and neglect in addition to that observed
during the original investigation.
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Despite concerns raised by U.S. Department of Agriculture inspectors,
Animal Welfare Act violations, hired consultants, government watchdog
agencies, concerned citizens, and numerous animal rights organizations,
ONPRC, through the National Institute of Health (or Hell), continues
this nightmare.
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AnimaNaturalis is an international non profit animal rights
organization whose activism is oriented towards speaking
out against animal abuse for entertainment in “cultural
traditions”, that are considered cruel, including bull, cock,
and dogfighting. It has offices in Latin American and in Spain. For
more information and how you can help end the cruelty and abuse of
animals for entertainment, please visit www.animanaturalis.org

NO

The National Institutes of Health (NIH)
is responsible for most of this abuse,
cruelty, and waste, currently directing over $950 million into primate
experimentation. The number of
primate grants funded by the National
Institutes of Health has risen 54.6% in
the last ten years.
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Animal Friends Croatia has launched a campaign in which celebrated Croation pop singer Ivana Kindl and her tomcat Woody
invite everyone on billboards placed in major cities and towns
to be responsible guardians and spay/neuter their companion
animals in order to diminish the number of abandoned animals
and the great problem of homeless animals in Croatia.
the beta issue ark 13

news
International in scope, ark’s in-depth coverage of current

animal issues goes far beyond anything in today’s media
marketplace. Every issue of ark is packed with dispatches from
the frontlines – both good news and bad. As the global animalprotection movement grows and evolves, ark is there, reporting
on new developments and breakthroughs in the field.

campaigns
ark champions those working to make a compassionate

world a reality, and provides readers with the means to directly
support their efforts. Whether they involve public protests,
boycotts, historic voter initiatives, humane education, viral media, or social networking, ark shines a spotlight on the
movement’s most powerful campaigns to keep readers informed and involved.

an
online portal…
It’s a wired world, and ark is plugged in. Continually

updated with new multimedia content, ark on the
web is an electronic entryway into the immense online
universe of information about animal issues with the
latest news, events and happenings. From streaming
video and podcasts to social networking that build the
bridges between people and causes, ark on the web
is primed to become the Internet’s premiere resource
guide on the world of animal protection.

ON THE FRONT LINES | CALENDAR OF EVENTS |
the ark foundation,
established as a
non-profit 501(c)3
organization in the
state of California,
publishes ark magazine,
and grants funding to
animal rights organizations, animal rescue &
sanctuaries, and other
animal protection &
welfare agencies as
determined, with a
percentage of net profit
income from ark publications and media.
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this issue:

February 2010
ES S AY Philosopher Dr. Tom Regan on what’s wrong with the human mind set
that demands the subservience of so-called “lesser creatures”.
I regard myself as an advocate of animal rights — as part of the animal rights
movement. That movement, as I conceive it, is committed to a number of goals,
including the total abolition of the use of Animal Research; the total dissolution of
commercial animal agriculture; and the total elimination of commercial and sport
hunting and trapping.
There are, I know, those who profess to believe in animal rights but do not avow these
goals. Factory farming, they say, is wrong — it violates animals’ rights — but traditional
animal agriculture is all right. READ MORE HERE

BREAKING NEWS:

ON THE
FRONT LINES

Crack Down On Puppy Mills
A task force is changing the rules for dog breeders in
Colorado in an effort to crack down on puppy mills
without changing the law. READ MORE HERE

Bolivia Bans All Circus Animals
That’s a huge victory for the London-based
organization Animal Defenders International
(ADI), which agitated for the ban. But it has left
the group and others like it facing the challenge of
finding homes for 22 lions and a few primates…
READ MORE HERE

FOLLOW US !
BLOG US !
SUBSCRIBE US !

O PI N I O N Redemption of a dogfighter, or another asshole who hasn’t paid his
dues? Two points of view on the aftermath of the Michael Vick scandal.
If there were a multiple-choice question on a test, “Who would be the least likely person
to work with convicted dogfighter and Philadelphia Eagles quarterback Michael Vick?”
I’d be the obvious choice - the president of the Humane Society of the United States.
You wouldn’t even need to know that I was a key architect of the federal law against
animal fighting under which Vick was prosecuted, or that the Humane Society has the
only unit within any animal protection organization devoted exclusively to combatting
dogfighting and cockfighting. READ MORE HERE

345,000 Petition Seal Slaughter
An astounding 345,000 signatories helped move
Vladimir Putin to end the Russian slaughter of baby
seals for the 2010 season. READ MORE HERE

Benefit for the SHAC-7
Noted animal rights activist Peter Young spoke at
the Louden Nelson Center in Santa Cruz about his
experiences with the animal liberation movement.
His talk was followed by a screening of the film
“Behind the Mask”…
READ MORE HERE

and
a resource guide
ark is the most comprehensive and definitive resource guide for animals

in print today. Updated each issue, ark’s catagorized listings include
descriptions and contact information for animal-rights and protection
organizations, animal-care groups, shelters and sanctuaries, legal agencies,
pet guardian services, a vegan resource guide, and much more.

dedicated to improving
the welfare of animals
through education and
the law
lawyersforanimals.org

our
advertising sponsors
are the animal protection groups, humane societies, vegan restaurateurs

and food purveyors, green enterprises, and socially conscious companies
that produce the best in everything from, non-animal clothing and
cruelty-free cosmetics to commercial pet-care products and services.
They are the non-profit institutions and for-profit businesses that care
deeply about the issues facing animals today, and want to reach a large
and diverse audience of readers who will be receptive to their brand and
message. Advertising in ark helps companies and organizations build a
better future for both humanity and all of Earth’s species.
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Global Action For Animals

The new expanded version now available on DVD in 10 languages

www.earthlings.com
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